
SOCIAL INTERACTION 

Key Theories and Concepts. 
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Introduction 

• Will examine: 
Structure of social interaction 
Sociology of emotions 
Mode of social interaction 
Verbal and nonverbal communication 
Theories of social interaction 
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The Structure of Social Interaction 

• Social interaction: Involves people 
communicating face to face or via computer and 
acting and reacting in relation to other people 
 

Is structured around statuses, roles, and norms 
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The Structure of Social Interaction 

• Status: Refers to a recognized social position an individual can 
occupy (each person occupies many statuses) 
 

• Are two types of status: 
 Achieved status: Is a voluntary status 
 Ascribed status: Is an involuntary status 

 

• Status set: Entire ensemble of statuses occupied by an individual 
 

• Master status: A person’s overriding public identity, and the 
status that is most influential in shaping that person’s life at a 
given time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In everyday speech, status means “prestige”, but when sociologists say status they mean a recognized social position that an individual can occupy. Flight attendants and passengers occupy distinct statuses.Note that each person occupies many statuses; thus, an individual may be a flight attendant, a wife, and a mother at the same time.
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The Structure of Social Interaction 

• Social interaction requires roles, or sets of 
expected behaviours 
 

• Whereas people occupy statuses, they 
perform roles 
 

• Expectations define the role 
 

• Entire cluster of roles attached to a single 
status is called a role set 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, people who occupy the status of flight attendant have to play several roles—that of in-flight server, in-flight safety expert, and so on. In the role of server, flight attendants are expected to deliver snacks to passengers in a friendly way, while in the role of safety expert they are expected to act efficiently to ensure that passengers come to no harm. 
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The Structure of Social Interaction 
• Social interaction requires norms, or generally accepted ways 

of doing things 
 

• Norms may be prescriptive or proscriptive 
 Prescriptive norms: Suggest what a person is expected to do 

while performing a particular role 
 Proscriptive norms: Suggest what a person is expected not to 

do while performing a particular role 
 

• Norms often change over time 
 At one point in time, some norms are universal 
 At other times, norms may differ from situation to situation 

and from role to role 
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Role Sets & Status Sets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIGURE 5.1 on p. 127 - Role Set and Status Set A person occupies several recognized positions or statuses at the same time—for example, mother, wife, and flight attendant. All of these statuses together form a status set. Each status is composed of several sets of expected behaviours or roles—for example, a wife is expected to act as an intimate companion to her husband and to assume certain legal responsibilities as co-owner of a house. In this figure, dashed lines separate roles and solid lines separate statuses.
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Role Conflict and Role Strain 

• Role conflict: Occurs when two or more 
statuses held at the same time place 
contradictory role demands on a person 
 

• Role strain: Occurs when incompatible role 
demands are placed on a person in a single 
status 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s female flight attendants experience role conflict to the degree that working in the airline industry requires frequent  absences from home whereas being a mother and a wife requires spending considerable time at home. In contrast, in the 1950s and 1960s role conflict was minimal; back then, sick children and demanding husbands could hardly interfere with the performance of the stewardess role because the airlines did not allow stewardesses to be mothers or wives. Conversely, the demands and expectations placed on the stewardess in the 1960s maximized role strain; for example, a flight attendant that constantly has to be suggestive while also politely ward off unwanted, impolite, and even crude overtures made the flight attendant role a lot more stressful than it appeared in the ads.
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Role Conflict and Role Strain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIGURE 5.2 on p. 129 - Role Conflict and Role Strain (Panel 1): Role conflict takes place when different role demands are placed on a person by two or more statuses held at the same time. How might a flight attendant experience role conflict because of the contradictory demands of the statuses diagrammed in the figure? (Panel 2): Role strain occurs when incompatible role demands are placed on a person in a single status. Why was the status of stewardess in the 1960s and 1970s high in role strain?
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What Shapes Social Interaction? 

• Norms, roles, and statuses are building blocks of all face-to-
face communication 
 

• Whenever people communicate face to face, these building 
blocks structure their interaction 
 

• Norms, roles, and statuses require a sort of “social cement” to 
prevent them from falling apart and to turn them into a 
durable social structure 
 

• How social structure is maintain is most fundamental 
sociological question that can be asked 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This argument may be hard to swallow because it runs counter to common sense; after all, we typically think of our interactions as outcomes of our emotional states.For example, we interact differently with people depending on whether they love us, make us angry, or make us laugh. More precisely, we usually think of emotions as deeply personal states of mind that are evoked involuntarily and result in uncontrollable action. We all know that nobody loves, gets angry, or laughs in quite the same way as anyone else; and literature and the movies are full of stories about how love, anger, and laughter often seem to happen by chance and easily spill outside the boundaries of our control. So can we truthfully say that norms, roles, and statuses shape our interactions? We answer this question in the affirmative.
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The Sociology of Emotions 
• Findings of Provine (2000) study that eavesdropped on 1200 

conversations of two-person groups (dyads) laughing in public 
places, such as shopping malls: 

 In general, speakers laugh more often than listeners do 
 Women laugh more than men in everyday conversations 
 When speaker is a woman and listener is a man,  women 

laugh more than twice as often as men 
 Even when a man speaks and a woman listens, the woman is 

more likely to laugh than the man  
 

• Demonstrated that in social situations where people of 
different statuses interact, laughter is unevenly distributed 
across the status hierarchy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provine found that in general, speakers laugh more often than listeners do (79.8 percent vs. 54.7 percent of incidents; percentages do not total 100 percent because the speaker, the audience, or both may laugh during an incident).Not surprisingly in light of this finding about women being more likely to laugh than men, only about 6 percent of standup comics in North America are women. People with higher status get more laughs and people with lower status laugh more, which is perhaps why class clowns are nearly always boys.It is also why a classic sociological study of laughter among staff members in a psychiatric hospital discovered “downward humour.” Laughter in everyday life, it turns out, is not as spontaneous as we may think. It is often a signal of dominance or subservience; much social interaction takes place among status equals—among members of the same national or racial group, for example. If status equals enjoy a privileged position in the larger society, they often direct their humour at perceived social inferiors.People sometimes direct humour against government; some scholars argue that the more repressive a government and the less free its mass media, the more widespread antigovernment jokes are (Davies, 1998).
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Emotion Management  
and Emotion Labour 

• Emotions pervade all social interaction  
 Rather than being spontaneous and uncontrollable reactions 

to external stimuli, emotions are learned culturally designated 
emotional responses 
 

• Emotion management: Involves people obeying “feeling 
rules” and responding appropriately to situations in which 
they find themselves 
 

• Emotion labour: Is emotion management that many people 
do as part of their job and for which they are paid 

 Examples: Teachers, sales clerks, nurses, and flight attendants 
(must be experts in emotion labour) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of emotion management, people talk about the “right” to feel angry and they acknowledge that they “should” have  mourned a relative’s death more deeply. We have conventional expectations not only about what we should feel but also about how much we should feel, how long we should feel it, and with whom we should share our feelings. Moreover, feeling rules vary from one category of the population to the next.
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How We Get Emotional 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIGURE 5.3 on p. 132 - How We Get Emotional 
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Emotions in Historical Perspective 

• Feeling rules take different forms under 
different social conditions, which vary 
historically  
 

• Grief, anger, and disgust are neither universal 
nor constant but have histories and deep 
sociological underpinnings in statuses, roles, 
and norms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grief. Among other factors, the crude death rate (the annual number of deaths per 1000 people in a population) helps determine our experience of grief (Lofland, 1985).In Europe as late as 1600, life expectancy was only 35 years; many infants died at birth or in their first year of life. Infectious diseases decimated populations. The medical profession was in its infancy. The risk of losing family members, especially babies, was thus much greater than today. One result of this situation was that people invested less emotionally in their children than we typically do. Their grief response to the death of children was shorter and less intense than ours is; the mourning period was briefer and people became less distraught. As health conditions improved and the infant mortality rate fell over the years, emotional investment in children increased. It intensified especially in the nineteenth century when women starting having fewer babies on average as a result of industrialization. Anger. Industrialization and the growth of competitive markets in nineteenth-century North America and Europe turned the family into an emotional haven from a world increasingly perceived as heartless.In keeping with the enhanced emotional function of the family, anger control, particularly by women, became increasingly important for the establishment of a harmonious household. The early twentieth century witnessed mounting labour unrest and the growth of the service sector. Avoiding anger thus became an important labour relations goal. This trend influenced family life too. Childrearing advice manuals increasingly stressed the importance of teaching children how to control their anger (Stearns and Stearns, 1985, 1986).Disgust. Manners in Europe in the Middle Ages were disgusting by our standards. Even the most refined aristocrats spat in public and belched shamelessly during banquets (with the King in attendance, no less). Members of high society did not flinch at scratching themselves and passing gas at the dinner table, where they ate with their hands and speared food with knives. What was acceptable then causes revulsion now because feeling rules have changed.
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Modes of Social Interaction 
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Interaction as Competition  
and Exchange 

• Derber (1979) study recorded 1500 
conversations in family homes, workplaces, 
restaurants, classrooms, dormitories, and 
therapy groups 
 

• Concluded that North Americans usually try 
to turn conversations toward themselves and 
usually do so in ways that go unnoticed 
 

• Typical conversation is a covert competition 
for attention 
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Exchange Theory and  
Rational Choice Theory 

• Idea that social interaction involves trade in attention and 
other valued resources is central insight of exchange theory 

 Exchange theorists argue all social relations involve literal give-
and-take of valued resources, such as attention, pleasure, 
approval, prestige, information, and money 
 

• Rational choice theory  Focuses on way interacting people 
weigh benefits and costs of interaction 

 Suggests interacting people always try to maximize benefits 
and minimize costs 

 However, fails to explain altruistic acts, heroic acts, and 
decisions to remain in largely empty or abusive relationships 
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Interaction as Symbolic 

• Symbolic interactionists regard people as active, creative, 
and self-reflective 
 

• According to Herbert Blumer (1969), symbolic interactionism 
is based on three principles: 

1. “Human beings act toward things on the basis of the 
meaning which these things have for them” 

2. “The meaning of a thing” emerges from the process of social 
interaction” 

3. “The use of meanings by the actors occurs through a process 
of interpretation” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whereas exchange theorists assume what people want, symbolic interactionists argue that people create meanings and desires in the course of social interaction.
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Dramaturgical Analysis:  
Role-Playing 

• Dramaturgical analysis (first developed by Goffman [1959]) 
views social interaction as a sort of play in which people 
present themselves so that they appear in best possible light 

• Argues there is no single self, but rather an ensemble of roles 
people play in various social contexts  

 Role-playing occurs in both “front stage” (public) settings and 
“back stage” settings 

• If role is stressful, people will engage in role distancing  
Give impression of just “going through motions” while lacking 
serious commitment to a role 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are constantly engaging in role playing.There is no “single self,” just the ensemble of roles we play in a variety of social contexts.Shakespeare: (As You Like It): “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women in it merely players.”Role distancing occurs when people think a role they are playing is embarrassing or beneath them, and they want to give impression that the role is not their “true” self.
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Ethnomethodology 
• Is study of methods that ordinary people use - often 

unconsciously - to make sense of what others do and say 
 

• Stresses that everyday interactions could not occur without 
pre-existing shared norms and understandings 
 

 Example: Awareness that “How are you?” is a greeting, and 
not a question (Garfinkel [1966] experiment) 
 

 Demonstrates that social interaction requires tacit agreement 
between actors about what is normal and expected 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To illustrate the importance of preexisting shared norms and understandings, Harold Garfinkel conducted a series of experiments. In one such experiment he asked one of his students to interpret a casual greeting in an unexpected way (Garfinkel, 1967: 44):Acquaintance: [waving cheerily] How are you? Student: How am I in regard to what? My health, my finances, my schoolwork, my peace of mind, my . . .?Acquaintance: [red in the face and suddenly out of control] Look! I was just trying to be polite. Frankly, I don’t give a damn how you are. As this example shows, social interaction requires tacit agreement between the actors about what is normal and expected. Without shared norms and understandings, no sustained interaction can occur.People are likely to get upset and end an interaction when someone violates the assumptions underlying the stability and meaning of daily life.
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Verbal and Nonverbal Communication: The 
Social Context of Language 

• Understanding of social and cultural context is necessary for 
making sense of language because same words can mean 
different things in different settings 
 

 Gives rise to need for learning nuances of meaning in 
different cultural and social contexts 
 

 Nuances of meaning reflected in nonverbal cues, such as 
facial expressions, gestures, and body language (including 
personal space) 
 

• Is cross-cultural variation in nonverbal cues  Creates 
potential for misunderstandings 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People are able to understand one another not just because they are able to learn words—computers can do that well enough—but because they can learn the social and cultural contexts that give words meaning.
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Facial Expressions, Gestures,                
and Body Language 

• Social interaction typically involves complex mix                      of 
verbal and nonverbal messages 

• The face alone is capable of more than 1000                        
distinct expressions reflecting whole range of                    
human emotion 

• Was once thought facial expression of six                          
emotions were similar across cultures 

• But are no universally recognized set of facial expressions that 
reflects basic human emotions                     Are no gestures or 
body postures that mean same thing in all societies and all 
cultures 

• In all societies people communicate by manipulating the space 
that separates them from others; e.g., four space zones that 
surround us (intimate, personal, social, public)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image on p. 141 – The “fig”Like many hand gestures, the “fig” means different things in different times and places. We probably know it as a sign that adults make when they play with children and pretend “I’ve got your nose.” But in ancient Rome, the fig was meant to convey good luck, in India it represents a threat, and in Russia, Turkey, and South Korea it means “screw you.” It means “T” in the American Sign Language alphabet, but it had to be modified in the International Sign Language alphabet to avoid giving offence.Arm movements, hand gestures, posture, and other aspects of body language send many more messages to an audience.No gestures or body postures mean the same thing in all societies and all cultures.In our society, people point with an outstretched hand and an extended finger; however, people raised in other cultures tip their head or use their chin or eyes to point out something. We nod our heads “yes” and shake “no,” but others nod “no” and shake “yes.”Sociologists commonly distinguish four zones that surround us; the size of these zones varies from one society to the next.
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Body Language 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIGURE 5.4 on p. 142 - Body LanguageAmong other things, body language communicates the degree to which people conform to gender roles, or widely shared expectations about how  males or females are supposed to act. In these photos, which postures suggest power and aggressiveness? Which suggest pleasant compliance? Which are “appropriate” to the gender of the person?
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Status Cues 
• Nonverbal communication also takes place by means of status 

cues  Visual indicators of other people’s social position 
 Can help people define social situation but also can quickly 

degenerate into stereotypes  Rigid views of how members 
of various groups act, regardless of whether individual group 
members really behave that way 

 Stereotypes create social barriers that impair interaction or 
prevent it altogether 
 

• Face-to-face interaction not always straightforward and 
unproblematic 
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Status Cues 
• Skin colour 
• Age 
• Sex 
• Companions 
• Clothing 
• Jewellery 
• Objects carried 
• Movement  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First image is Sandra Bullock in Miss Congeniality (2000) - on p. 138Second image is Catholic priest taking confession – on p. 132
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Power and Conflict Theories of Social 
Interaction 

• Emphasize that when people interact, their statuses often are 
hierarchically arranged with people on top enjoying more 
power than those on bottom 
 

• In face-to-face communication, degree of inequality strongly 
affects character of social interaction between  parties 
 

• Effects of distribution of power reflected in male-female 
interaction where men - socialized to be aggressive and 
competitive - often dominate conversations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our discussion of the social cement that binds statuses, roles, and norms together, we have made four main points:One of the most important forces that cement social interaction is the competitive exchange of valued resources. People communicate to the degree that they get something valuable out of the interaction. Simultaneously, however, they must engage in a careful balancing act. If they compete too avidly and prevent others from getting much out of the social interaction, communication will break down. This is exchange and rational choice theory in a nutshell.Nobody hands values, norms, roles, and statuses to us fully formed, nor do we accept them mechanically. We mould them to suit us as we interact with others. For example, we constantly engage in impression management so that others will see the roles we perform in the best possible light. This is a major argument of symbolic interactionism and its most popular variant, dramaturgical analysis. Norms do not emerge entirely spontaneously during social interaction, either. In general form, they exist before any given interaction takes place. Indeed, sustained interaction would be impossible without preexisting shared understandings. This is the core argument of ethnomethodology.Nonverbal mechanisms of communication greatly facilitate social interaction. These mechanisms include facial expressions, hand gestures, body language, and status cues. 
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Types of Interaction 
• Are three types of social interaction: 

 

1. Domination  Occurs when nearly all power is concentrated 
in hands of people of similar status, whereas people of 
different status enjoy almost no power (fear is dominant 
emotion in systems of interaction based on domination) 
 

2. Cooperation  Occurs when power is relatively equally 
distributed among people of different status (dominant 
emotion here is trust) 
 

3. Competition  Occurs when power is unequally distributed, 
but degree of inequality is less than in systems of domination 
(envy is important emotion here) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the social interactions analyzed by exchange and rational choice theorists are those of competition.If trust is the prototypical emotion of relationships based on cooperation, and fear is the characteristic emotion of subordinates involved in relationships based on domination, envy is an important emotion in competitive interaction. The mode of interaction in an organization strongly influences its efficiency or productivity, that is, its ability to achieve its goals at the least possible cost.In a competitive mode of interaction, subordinates receive more benefits, including prestige and money. Prestige and money are stronger motivators than the threat of coercion.As Randall Collins and others have shown, however, the most efficient workers are those who enjoy their work and identify with their employer (Collins, 1982: 60–85; Lowe, 2000).Giving workers a bigger say in decision making, encouraging worker creativity, and ensuring that salaries and perks are not too highly skewed in favour of those on top all help to create high worker morale and foster a more cooperative work environment.
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Main Modes of Interaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TABLE 5.1 on p. 145 - Main Modes of Interaction
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Theories of Social Interaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TABLE 5.2 on p. 146- Theories of Social Interaction
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Theories of Social Interaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TABLE 5.2 on p. 146 - Theories of Social Interaction
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Theories of Social Interaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TABLE 5.2 on p. 146 - Theories of Social Interaction
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From Small Processes 
To Big Structures 

• Building blocks of social life (i.e., norms, roles, and statuses) 
form microstructures within which face-to-face interaction 
takes place 

• Sustained microlevel interaction often gives rise to higher-
level structures—mesostructures, such as networks, groups, 
and organizations 

 These intermediate-level structures can form macrolevel 
structures known as institutions 

• Society fits together like set of nested Russian dolls, with face-
to-face interaction constituting smallest doll in the set 
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Conclusion 

• Social interaction involves people communicating face to face, 
acting and reacting in relation to each other 

• Character of every social interaction depends on statuses, 
norms, and roles 

• Humour, fear, anger, grief, disgust, love, jealousy, and other 
emotions colour social interactions 

• Nonverbal means of communication, including facial 
expressions, gestures, body language, and status cues, are as 
important as language in social interaction 

• People interact mainly out of fear, envy, or trust 
• Sociological theories are useful in helping us understand 

various aspects of social interaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sociological theories focus on six aspects of social interaction:  the way people exchange valued resources;  the way they maximize gains and minimize losses;  the way they interpret, negotiate, and modify norms, roles, and statuses;  the way they manage the impressions they give to others;  the way preexisting norms influence social interaction; and  the way status hierarchies influence social interaction.
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